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This manual is intemed for programmers
am others with at least a moderate
technical knowledge of small canputers
am canputer programmil'Y3.
It assumes the user is familiar with the
basic operation of the Vector Graphic
canputer to be used, am is familiar
with the CP/Moperatil'Y3 system.

This manual will describe the features
am ccmnands of Vector Graphic I s SCOPE-
Screen Oriented Program Editor - a canplete
editor for CP/Mprogram am data files.
Though it covers every aspect of the editor,
it is not intended as a trainil'Y3 manual for
novice programmers.

Chapter 1 reviews the implications of
SCOPEin the context of the Vector canputer
system am of the CP/Moperatil'Y3 system.
Chapter 2 discusses the structure of the
editor in general. Chapter 3 and 4 give
each of the canmands offered by SCOPE,
listil'Y3 them alphabetically.
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Vector Graphic is proud to introduce SCOPE- Vector's Screen Oriented
Program Editor. On Vector Graphic computers, it completely replaces and
obsoletes ED, the original CP/Mtext editor. SCOPEis a major breakthrough in
program editors for small canputers, emulati~ the finest screen oriented text
edftors available on the largest systems. By making use of advanced word
processing techniques centering around Vector's memory-mappedteoninals, ard by
designing around the real minute-to-minute needs of professional programmers,
Vector Graphic brings the best of both word ard data processing to the job of
program text generation.

The result is an editor that makes entering and editing program text a
pleasure rather than a chore. Further, by considerably reducing the amolilt of
time spent composing programs, SCOPEincreases the value of any software
wri tten on a Vector Graphic system. SCOPEis therefore a major attraction in
the use of Vector Graphic computers by dealers, software houses and OEM's
wishing to write software.

Also, through the use of additional cornmlllications software, SCOPEcan be
used to generate text Which is then transferred to a different computer system.
This is an attractive alternative to mainframe ard mini-canputer users who need
to offlocrl jobs such as text editing Whichdo not require the use of the larger
but overburdened CPU. It is also an attractive technique for software houses
preparing programs for other small computers which do not have editors as
sophisticated as SCOPE.



SCOPEis strictly for use on Vector Graphic canputer systems. Further, it
is only used in conjuction with the CP/Moperatin; system, ei ther CP/M L4 or
Vector Graphic's implementation of CP/M2. It cannot be used to generate MOOS
BASICtext, ~IS text files, or Memorite 2 word processin:J text, for example,
because these systems make use of incanpatible operatin; systems though they
run on Vector Graphic canputers.

Within the world of CP/M, SCOPEcan be used to create and edit any CP/M
ASCII file, either program text files or data files. In the case of program
text, it can be used as an alternative to the editors which are part of
interactive lan:Juages such as BASIC. The programmer first creates the text
file using SCOPE, saves it on disk using a file name recognizable by the
language as a program text file, and then loads the file again using the
language's editor. For example, Microsoft BASICrequires a file name of the
sort <primary naine>.BAS,where <primary name>can be any allowable CP/Mprimary
nameand BASis the filetype.

Data files can be edited or entered using SCOPEjust as easily, assuming
only that the data is in normal ASCII code. For example, a Microsoft BASIC
sequential file c~n be edited by SCOPE, but a Microsoft random access file
cannot because it is in a canpressed format. SCOPEis particularly useful for
editing CP/M print files (those having PRNas a filetype) that have been
generated by data processin; software.

Four features of SCOPEmake it so useful for editin; any ASCII file:

(1) SCOPEoffers "horizontal scrollin:J,· in effect extendin:J the width of
the screen far beyond the physical limit of 80 characters. The maximumlength
of a line is 250 characters, allowing almost any disk record or any print
output line to be viewed on one line on the screen.

(2) There is no limit, other than the limit of the disk, to the length of a
file that can be edited using SCOPE. This is accomplished through a
file-handlin; method that "rolls" Ion; files through the text buffer.

(3) SCOPEdisplays ALLcontrol characters (the 32 non-printing low-order
ASCII characters). They appear on the screen as special characters whose shape
is determined by the character generator PRCMresident on the Flasl"writer video
board in the computer. Thus, any control characters appearin:J in a data file
will appear literally on the screen rather than havin:J some mysterious effect
on the editor's operation. The only exception is that an ASCII CR (Carriage
Return) character will not be displayed at all if it immediately precedes an
ASCII LF (Line Feed) character. In order to enter control characters fran the
keyboard, SCOPEprovides a Control Mode, in which letter keys and certain
symbol keys generate the 32 low order ASCII characters.

(4) SCOPEdoes not insert any non-printin:J characters into the text, unlike
word processing edi tors which may insert control characters for such purposes
as causin; underlined or bold-faced text.



Underlined material is material you have to type, except where underlining
is used for emphasis. The use will be clear from the context.

Material enclosed in argle brackets, such as <file name>, describes what is
to be typed rather than givirg it literally.





2.1 Loading SCOPE

SCOPEis normally supplied on the serialized CP/M2 diskette that comes when
you order CP/M 2 or a system that includes CP/M2. For those that already have
CP/M, it is supplied on its own diskette. In either case, it is stored W'lder
the CP/Mfile name SC.OJM. In order to load SCOPE,first boot up CP/M (either
CP/M1.4 or CP/M2). Then, following the A> pranpt, type:

SC <file name><options>

Both the file name and the options are optional. If entered, the file name
can include the filetype extension, an:! if desired it can include a disk drive
designation using the standard CP/Mformat. If you do not enter a file name,
you cannot enter arrj options. The file name specified when loading SCOPEis
called the "load-file." Its name will appear at the top of the screen during
the entire SCOPEsession.

Reads in as much text as possible fran the load-file
into a RAMmerooryarea knownas the text buffer.
It leaves 256 characters worth of emptylJ;pace at the
end of the text buffer in case you intend to add text.
If the A option is not used, then the text buffer will
be empty until the user types in material or reads
in material fran the disk using the Appen:!cornman:!or
Library canmand. Note that there is no point in using
the A option if the load-file is a new file not
already present on the disk.

Deletes the HELPscreen fran memory. The HELPscreen
is simply a chart which can be called onto the screen
using the Help camrnan:!which briefly explains all of
the SCOPEccmnands. It occupies lK of meroory. If
you delete it using the H option, then there will be
an additional lK to store text in the text buffer.
Users who know the comman:!swill find this desirable.

Turns on the Tab Mode. This is the same as using the
the T option in the Tab canman:!. The significance of
the Tab Modeis explained in Section 2.5 below.

A typical example of the load procedure is the line:

This starts up SCOPE, fills the text buffer with as much of the file
DUMP.~ as will fit, an:! turns on the Tab Mode.



2.2 Creating a new file

If you load SCOPE and include the name of a load-file that does not exist on
the disk, then SCOPE will put that name on the disk. You can then type text.
Unless you specifically request disk access, all text is tyPed into the RAM
text buffer, enablirg very fast operation. The buffer is very large.

If you exit from SCOPE using the Y option of the Quit ccmnand, SCOPE will
automatically write the newmaterial into the new file. Alternately, you can
use the Write commanddurirg the session in order to write sane or all of the·
new text into the new file.

If you load SCOPE and name a file, and then before you do any typing you
realize that the name is not the one you wanted to use, you can erase it from
the disk by immediately exiting from SCOPE using the "D" option of the Quit
canmand.



2.3 Editing an existing file

The information in this section is diagrarrmed a page ahead.

Whenloading SCOPE,if the load-file is the name of an existing file on
disk, SCOPEimmediately creates a new file having the same file nameas the
load-file, but having a file type of .$$$. In other words, if the load-file is
X.Y, then after you load SCOPE,there will be two files on the disk: X.Yand
X.$$$. The X.$$$ file is called the temporary-file. At the time of loading
SCOPE, it holds no information. Youdo not have to read in text using the A
option for this to take place.

If you do specify the A option when loading SCOPE, then as much of the
existing-road-file as possible will be brought into the text buffer
automatically.

All typing and editing can now be done. This work effects ONLYthe text
buffer. In other words, it is done only in R1IM, without accessing disk unless
you, the operator, specifically requests disk access. This is possible because
of the relatively large size of the text buffer.

After you have completed adding to and editing the part of the load-file
previously brought in, you can bring in more of it from disk using the Append
command. You can use the Append commandany number of times if desired.
Alternately, you can use the Library commaooto bring in parts of other files
in order to add them onto the material in the text buffer.

Further, you can use the Write canmaro or the Transfer canmaro to write some
or all of the text buffer out to the temporary-file on disk, in order to make
roan for additional text in the buffer. The Wri te and the Transfer commands
never write material into the original load-file, only into the temporary-file.
You can also use the Library commaroto write material to disk files, though it
is not as convenient if you only want to write to the temporary-file.

Finally, Whenyou terminate the SCOPEsession using the Y option of the Quit
canmarrl, the following events take place automatically. All of the material in
the text buffer is written into the temporary-file, adding it on to any
material already written into the temporary-file through earlier use of Write
or Transfer commands. Then, if any part of the original load-file had not been
brought into the text buffer from the disk during the session, SCOPEmoves that
part of the load-file over to the temporary-file and tacks it onto the end of
the material there. The result is that the temporary-file now contains the
entire load-file, but reflecting any chaD3es, additions, or deletions that took
place during the session. The temporary-file is nowthe revised version of the
load-file.



Assumi03 again that the Y option of the Qui t command is executed, SCOPE
then automatically changes the name of the original load-file into X.BAK. It
then cha03es the name of the temporary-file fran X.$$$ into X.Y, which was the
name of the original load-file. In other words, the state of the load-file
before any ecHti03 took place is preserved in the form of the X.BAKfile, which
is called appropriately the "backup" file. It can be reclaimed if necessary.
The temporary-file, now called X.Y, is the newest version of the load-file.

Note: the first time in a session you use the Write or Transfer canmand to
write material to the temporary-file, SCOPEwill automatically erase the disk
file having the name X.BAK, assuming X.Y is the name of the load file. In
otherwords, the backup file is deleted to make roan for the new temporary-file.
Then when you exit, the load file becomes a new backup (.BAR) file.



jQUittin:J with
Y option



You may load SCOPEwithout specifying a load-file at all, as explained in
Section 2.1. In order to edit a file, you would use the Append command to
declare an "append-file" and to read the file into the text buffer. Whenyou
want to write some or all of that file out to disk again, you would use the
Write commandto declare or create a "writ~file" and to write the material to
that file. The append-file and the write-file cannot have the same name.
Since an append-file and a writ~file are only needed if you did not specify a
lo~-file, the system will not allow you to declare them if you had declared a
load-file.

Whenyou exit fran SCOPE,SCOPEwill treat your declared append-file and
writ~file the same as it would treat a load-file and a tempo.rary-file. All of
the material in the text buffer will be written into the writ~file, adding it
on to any material alre~y written earlier in the session. Then, any part of
the append-file which had had not been read into memory previously will be
moved over to the write-file as well. Thus the writ~file will represent a
canpletely edited version of the append-file.

What you give up by using append and writ~files verses using a load-file is
(1) when lo~ing SCOPE,a file will not automatically be read into the text
buffer and the system will not create a temporary-file (you have to
specifically declare an append-file name and writ~file name); (2) when you
exit SCOPE,the system will not convert the original file into a backup file
(having a filetype of .BAK); and (3) in rolling the text over from the
append-file to the writ~file, the nameof the text in effect gets changed (in
contrast, when usin.; a load-file, the temporary-file will get charged into the
same name as the original load-file automatically). In short, using a
load-file is somewhatmore convenient because it is more automatic.

The advantage of using append and write-files is that you have greater
flexibility in the choice of names and what happens when you exit SCOPE.



In a 56Ksystem using CP/M2, the text buffer can hold about 41Kcharacters.
In a 48Ksystem usin:J CP/M2, it holds about 33Kcharacters.

Only the characters showing on the screen, plus CRand LF characters, take
up space in the buffer. Emptyspace at the ems of lines do not. As explained
in the next section, some of the spaces within lines may also not actually take
up space in the bJffer.

Unlike a word-processor, there is no wrap around on the screen when you tyPe
to the edge of the screen. The screen shifts to the right allowing you to tyPe
up to 25r.1J characters per line. If you reach the limit of 25r.1J characters on a
line, SCOPEwill simply not accept any roore material until you move the cursor
to the next line. To provide additional flexibility, the control-D and
control-G commandsallow you to break a line into two lines, or to concatenate
two consecutive lines into one.
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Tab Mode is produced by using the T option when loading SCOPEor when
executing the Tab command. If you type text while the system is in the Tab
Mode, groups of spaces typed in the middle of a line are replaced in the text
buffer by Tab characters (09 Hex) whenever possible, regardless of whether the
TABkey was used while tyPing. This reduces the required buffer space. As
long as the system remains in Tab mode, the text looks on the screen the same
as it did when you typed it in. In other words, tab characters are replaced by
spaces on the screen.

The system follows a specific rule for substituting tab characters for
spaces, and follows the same rule when displaying spaces on the screen. The
rule is: a tab character replaces any group of spaces that stretches to a
column which is an even multiple of 8. On the screen, a tab character causes
spaces to appear on the screen fran the location of the tab character to the
next column whose column number is an even multiple of 8.

Notice that this is an apparent exception to the rule that all characters
are displayed by SCOPEliterally. However, you can cause the tab characters to
be displayed literally simply by executing the C option of the Tab command,
canceling the Tab mode. When you are not in the tab mode, any new spaces
typed on the screen will be left in the text literally as spaces.



It was mentioned in Perspective that a CR character (0D Hex) is not
displayed if it immediately precedes a LF character (0AHex) in memory. An LF
character itself is not actually displayed, but it is the character Which
causes one line to em am another to beg in on the screen. Its presence is
thus obvious. As in CP/M files generally, LF is the standard line-end
character. A CRprecedi~ LF is considered optional. Note that when typing
text, the RE'lURNkey is the key which causes an LF to go into the text and
moves the cursor to the beginni~ of the next line. The LF key simply causes
the cursor to go to the beginni~ of the line.

In some languages such as BASIC, if an LF character appears in a program
file within a string delimited by quote marks, the LF character does not cause
a new line on the screen when the file is displayed by the language's own
edi tor. This is not the case with SCOPE. SCOPEdoes not look for the quote
marks. Any LF character causes the subsequent text to appear on the next line
down.



2.7 Displayed control characters
So-called "control characters," which are the ASCII characters below IF

(Hex), that is the first 32 ASCII characters, do not have "official" ASCII
visual representations. There are two different character sets offered by
Vector Graphic, which differ solely in the visual characters representing the
32 control characters. One character set is called the "control" set, and the
other is called the "graphics" set. The graphics set has been used on all new
systems but is frequently replaced by the "control" set because the word
processiri) software offered by Vector Graphic required it until about February,
1980. After this date, few systems will use the control set.

In the graphics set, an end-of-page or Form Feed character (0C Hex) is
represented by two small squares, one in the upper right hand corner and one in
the lower left hand corner of the character. A CR character (00 Hex) is
represented by a white line along the bottom of the character and a white
square in the upper right ham corner. A tab character (09 Hex) is represented
just by a white line" along the bottom of the character. You will find a
drawing showing the full graphics character set, including all 32 control
characters, at the back of the Flashwriter II video board manual from Vector
Graphic. A chart of all ASCII characters including control characters is found
at the end of this manual.

You can type control characters directly into the text buffer and'see them
displayed literally on the screen by putting the system into the Control Mode,
using the "U" commaoo.



When you first enter SCOPE, the system is in the CommandMode. In this
mode, almost every letter key on the keyboard causes a specific command to
execute. Be careful not to start typing Unmediately because the first keys you
press will not appear on the screen but will instead be interpreted as
commands. You know the system is in CcmnandModewhen the cursor is blinking
am when the word "CQl1MAND"is displayed on the right side of the top line of
the screen.

In order to type text you have to be in one of three other modes: Change
Mode, Insert Mode, or Control Mode. You get into these rodes usin; the "C",
"I", am "Un cammams respectively.

In addition to single key canmands, there are "s~canmands." Sub-canmands
are initiated by holding down the CTRL(control) key while pressing one of the
appropriate letter keys. ----

Cornmamsare listed alphabetically in Chapter 3 am sub-commams are listed
alphabet ically in Chapter 4.

In this manual, all commams ard. sub-canmams are designated with upper case
letters. You may actually type them with lower or upper case letters, i.e.
either not shifted or shifted. It makes no difference which.

SCOPEresponds to many canmands by displaying one or rore questions on the
top line of the screen. Also, the name of the commamor the mode it resul ts
in is displayed on the right-hand corner of the screen. Altogether, the top
line of the screen is knownas the "commard.line."

When a command results in a series of questions, you may abort from the
normal sequence at arrj time by depressi1'l3 the DEL key, which wi11 return the
system immediatly to CommandMode. If a certain question may optionally be
skipped by the user, then depress the RETURN key to go onto the next question
if you do not want to anS\tJer it. If the question was actually essential, then
SCOPEwill respond by returning to canmard.rode as if DELhad been depressed.
When answeri1'l3 questions, sometimes multiple-character-responses are required,
such as line numbers or file names. In these cases, you may edit your
responses using the left and right arrow keys to move the cursor, the BACK
SPACEkey to move the cursor over am erase the preceding character, and the
space bar to erase a character. SCOPEwill ignore extraneous leadin; and
trailing blanks. If a numeral or a specific set of alphabetic responses is
required, SCOPEwill usually not accept any other responses.

Whenyou have completed typing your response, depress the RETURN key to sem
it to SCOPE. Sometimes, SCOPEwill refuse a response by displaying a ?
character am giving you another chance. In this case, you have to delete the
? by typi1'l3 a space or other charcter over it or back spacing over it.

If SCOPEcannot successfully execute a command, it will display an error
message at the left of the command line. Depress the DEL key to return to
ComnandMode.



2.9 Moving the cursor

The cursor is the point of action within the text buffer. It is the point
where new characters will be entered when you type.

The screen is like a wirxlowfor viewing the text buffer. You can move the
wirxlowfor the purpose of viewing other parts of the text.

The current location of the cursor is always shown on the top line of the
screen, srowing both the line number am the column number.

You can move the cursor or move the window, or both, when you are in the
CommarxlMode, and also when you are in the Change, Insert, or Control Modes.
Anytime the cursor is visible on the screen, the cursor or the screen can be
moved.

The four arrow keys move the cursor left, up, down, and right respectively.
The TABkey causes more rapid movement to the right by jumping the cursor to
the next tab location. The placement and changing of tab locations Is
discussed LD'1derthe "control-Tn sub-cOltlJllarx1in Chapter 3.

SCOPEworks on the basis of 25ft' character length lines. Each character
position is also called a "column." If you move the cursor to within 8 columns
of the right edge of the screen and then continue moving it to the right, the
screen windowwill begin shifting to the right as if pushed by the cursor.
This is known as "horizontal scrolling." If you then move the cursor to the
left again, when it reaches the left edge of the screen, the screen wi11 beg in
shifting back to the left again. If a line is long enough so that some of it
lies "hidden" to the right of the screen, this is indicated by a dash at the
right edge of the screen C?nthat line.

The LF key moves the cursor to the beginning of a line.

The RETURNkey moves the cursor to the beginning of the next line. If the
system is in Insert Mode, it also opens a space for a new line on the line that
the cursor moves to. In other words, it inserts a line.

Whenyou move the cursor to the bottan of the screen and then keep moving it
down, it will push the screen window further down the buffer. The same is true
moving the cursor up at the top of the screen.

In order to move the screen up or down to an entirely new block of text,
depress the SHIFT key at the same time you press the up or down arrow key
respectively. This is known as "screen scrolling."

To move the cursor quickly to the top of the screen or to the beginning of
the text buffer, use the Beginning of Screen, Beginning of Text command. To
move the cursor quickly to the end of the screen or to the end of the text
buffer, use the End of Screen, End of Text canmand.

You can use the Jump command to move the cursor to a specific line by
referencing that line's line number.



3.1 A - Append
Appem brin;s material fran the load-file into the text buffer.

It can also be used to brin; in material fran a file if you did not specify
a load-file when 10adin;J SCOPE. In this case, SCOPEwill inmediately ask for
the name of the desired file. This file then becomes the "append-file." If
you then use the Append commandagain in the same session, SCOPEwill assume
you want to bring in text from the same append-file, and will not ask for
another name.

The existence of an append-file and the existence of a load-file are
mutually exclusive. If a load-file was specified when you loaded SCOPE,then
when you use the Appem canmam, SCOPEwill not ask for the name of a file. In
other words, you will not be given the chanceto declare an append-file.

The differences between usin; a load-file am usin; an appem-file dur ing a
SCOPEsession are outlined in Section 2.3. An imIX>rtantpoint to remember is:
If you declare an appem-file (rather than usin; a load-file) and you want to
save the edited file, you must use the Write commaooat least once dur ing the
session. This is necessary in order to declare a "write-file." You do not
have to write all of the text out usin; the Write canmaoobecause when you Quit
from SCOPE,SCOPEwill transfer all remainin; parts of the append-file and the
text buffer to the declared write-file as explained in Section 2.3.

As pa rt ot the Append canrnaooprocedure, SCOPEwill ask for the "NUMBEROF
LINES." You may either supply a number, or the letter A which stands for
"all." A number will bring in only that number of lines. The letter A will
bring in as much of the file as there is roam for.

This is the key point: The Append comnandwill brin; in a block of text
that begins at the end of the portion brought in the last time the Append
command was used. This is true whether you use the A option or give a number
of lines. In other words, the Appem commamalways continues from where it
left off the last time it was used. The text will be tacked onto the end of
the text currently in the text buffer. Thus, you can use the appeoo commandto
bring in parts of a file section by section. This concept is illustrated two
pages ahead. If there is no space for this additional text, SCOPEwill simply
not read any text in at all.

Note: If you had read in part of the file earlier, the A option does not
cause the original disk file to replace the edited material in the text buffer.
The A option, just like asking for a desired number of lines, only brin;s in
the part of the file which you had not previously brought in, am it appends it
to the em of the material in the text buffer (assuming there is room).



To make roan for more text, you can use the Write ccmmandto store some or
all of the text onto the disk. The text will go into the temporary-file, or a
named "write-file" if no load-file had been specified. The Write ccmmamtakes
text fran the beginning of the text buffe r and tacks it onto the end· of the
temporary-file or write-file. Therefore, the Write canmam and the Append
command can be used together to "roll" text from the load-file or the
append-file, through the text buffer, and out to the temporary-file or the
write-file. This technique, used with files longer than the text buffer, is
illustrated on the facing page. Note that the Transfer ccmmaoois identical to
a Write command followed immediately by an Append canmandusing the same size
block of text.

Note: When you execute the Append command, if all of the load-file
(assuming there is one) had al ready been loaded into the text buffe r, then
SCOPE will not load anything. On the other hand, if you are using an
apperxi-file instead of a load-file, then SCOPEwill ask for a new append-file
name if all the material from the original append-file had previously been
loaded into the text buffer. Thus, the only way to change the designated
append-file is to first bring all of it into the text buffer either section by
section or all at once using the A option explained below. Once it is all
loaded, then you can change the designated append-file.



Load-file, or Text Temporary-file, or
Append- f ile Buffer Write-file
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(1)
(2)
(3 )
(4 )

If a load-file is named
when loading SCOPE

Occurs while loading SCOPE.
First t~e Write command is used.
First time Append command is used.

OCcurs when Quitting SCOPE

If no file is named
when loading SCOPE

Fi rst time Append Camland is used.
First t~e Write command is used.
Next time Append camland is used.
if Y option is used.

The Transfer commandcan replace steps (2) and (3) if you want B to be the same
size as A. (There would be no C.)



In CommandMode, depress A.

If you had declared a load-file when loadin:; SCOPE,and you had previously
read all of it into the text buffer, SCOPEwill repe rt "FILE IS CLOSED", and
will not load any text. Depress DELto return to CommandMode. Otherwise, if
you had declared a load-file, skip to *.

Using CP/Mformat, type the full name of a file includin:; filetype, if any,
and including the disk drive letter if the file is not on the logged-in drive.
Then depress RETURN.The name will appear on the commarrlline and remain there
until you return to CommandMode.

If you want to bring in all of the previously unread part of the file, or as
much of it that will fit in the text buffer, type A. If you want only to bring
in a certain number of lines, type the number. Then depress RETURN. The
system will return to the commandmode and the text will be in the buffer. If
there was already some text in the buffer fran the same file, then the new text
will be fourrl added on to the old text.



This command is used to move the cursor to the top of the screen in one
motion, or to move the cursoralon;J with the screen to the beginning of the
text buf fe r •

When in COmmandMode, depress B once to rove the cursor to the top left-hand
corner of the screen. Immediately depress it a second time to move the cursor
and the screen to the beginnin;J of the text buffer.





When you execute the Change canmaoo, SCOPEgoes into the Change Mode. In
this mode, anything you type on the keyboard goes into the text buffer aoo onto
the screen at the cursor location. Change mode is the mode in \\bich you do all
of your new text entry. You also use it for overtyping previously entered
text.

If you type past column 72 on the screen, the screen will shift to the right
allowirg you to continue typing the line out to column 250.

In the Change Mode, the BACKSPACEkey deletes the character to the left of
the cursor and then moves the cursor one place to the left.

While in CommaooMode, depress C. You will then be in Change Mode. You may
begin to type inunediately. -

To return to the CommaooMode, depress either DELor control-X. DELreturns
to cammaoomode leaving all of the new material you have typed. Control-X
deletes any changes you have made on the last line you were working on, unless
you have moved the cursor past column 72. Whenthe cursor is in column 73 or
beyond, the screen scrolls horizontally, which causes all new material to
become invulnerable to deletion by control-X.



The Delete commanddeletes the character under the cursor am pulls in all
followi1'l3 material on the same line. Since it is a canmand, you can only use
this procedure when in the the ComnandMode, not the Change or Insert Modes.

Move the cursor on top of the character you want to delete. Then, while in
CommamMode, depress D. The character will be deleted and the rest of the
line will move to the left one character.



This command is used to move the cursor to the bottom of the screen in one
motion, or to move the cursor along wi th the screen to the en of the text
buffer.

When in CommandMode, depress E once to move the cursor
left-hand corner of the screen. Inmediately depress it a seco
the cursor and the screen to the end of the text buffer.

o the bottom
time to move



Use this command in order to display a "Help Screen" - a list of all
canmands and slID-canmands.

Note that the Help Screen will not come up if you included the H option when
loadin; SCOPE.

While in CommandMode, depress H. The Help Screen will appear. To return
to CommandMode, depress DEL. -



Depressing the I key puts SCOPEinto the Insert Mode. Similar in many
respects to the Change Mode, you can type new material into the text buffer
when in the Insert Mode. The difference is that the material is inserted into
the line at the cursor location, pushing the following material on the line
further to the right. When the line reaches 250 characters in length, no
additional material can be inserted on that line.

In Insert Mode, the BACKSPACEkey not only deletes the character to the
left of the cursor and moves the cursor to the left, it also pulls in all
following material as the Delete commarrldoes. This enables you to "back out"
material you have inserted.

In Insert Mode, the RETURNkey not only returns the cursor to the beginning
of the next line, but opens up a new blank line at that spot. In other words,
it allows you to insert a line just below the current location of the cursor.

Move the cursor to the location at which you want to insert text. Then,
while in CommarrlMode, depress 1. You will then in be in the Insert Mode. You
can begin typing material arrl-watch as it is automatically inserted. Youcan
also move the cursor anywhere else within the text buffer and continue
inserting.



This moves the cursor to a specific line number. It is used if the line is
a long distance fran the current location of the cursor. If you do not know
the number of the line to which you want to move the cursor, first use the
Number CCXtlltlaOO to display the line numbers.

Enter the number of the desired line. Then depress RETURN.
move to that line and SCOPEwill return to the CcmnandMode.



This kills (deletes) the line on which the cursor lies, and moves all
followin:; text up one line.

First, movethe cursor onto the line to be deleted.
depress K. The line will be deleted.



The Library canmarxi is used to read and write material from/to any disk file
(not just the declared load-file or apperrl-file). It can be used at any time
during a SCOPEsession.

The Library command differs from the Append and Write commands in the
following ways: (1) The disk file to be used is specified anew each time the
canmarxi is used, arxi thus it can be different each time. (2) It allows you to
insert material read from a disk file into the middle of the text buffer,
rather than at the erxi as with the Append canmarxi. (3) It allows you to read
text from the middle of the disk file, rather than only from the end as with
the Apperxicanmand. (4) It enables you to write out a portion of text fran the
middle of the text buffer, whereas the Write command can only take text out
fran the beginning of the text buffer. (5) Unlike the Write command, it does
not delete the written material fran the text buffer.

The Library canmarxi is mainly used to build up text from sections of other
files. For example, you can bring in sections of several files on disk and
insert them in various places in the middle of the existing text in the text
buffer. Alternately, you can build up a new disk file by writing out various
sections of the existing text buffer.

Type the name of the desired disk file (the one you want to read fran and/or
write to). If the file does not exist on the disk, SCOPEwill create it.
(Clearly you will not be able to read any material fran such a new file until
you write something into it.) Then depress RETURNas usual to sem the name to
SCOPE.



If you only want to read material from a disk file, then depress RETURN
imnediately. Otherwise, type an answer using one of the following formats:

WRITESECTION:<start line number> <end line number>[N]

The start and end line numbers specify the block of text \\bich you want to
write fran the text buffer into the specified disk file. You must separate the
two numbers by a space. If you use an A instead, then the entire text buffer
will be written to the disk file. -

The N is optional. Without the N, SCOPEwill apperxl the given block of text
onto the end of the specified file. With the N, SCOPEwill first erase the
declared file am then put the given block of text in its place on the disk,
using the same name. Obviously, use the N option with great care.

After typing am editing your resp:>nse, depress RETURN.



If you only want to write material, then depress RETURNimmediately.
Otherwise, type an answer using one of the two following formats:

READSECTION,PIACEMENI':<start disk line number> <end disk line number>
[<start text line number>]

The fi rst two line numbers specify the block of text in the disk file that
you want to read in. Using an A instead tells SCOPEto read in as much of the
disk file as possible. The <start text line number> is optional. If you
include it, the text will be inserted into the text buffer followin;J the given
line number. If you do not include it, the text will be appended to the em of
the text buffer. You must type a space between each of the items in your
response.

After typing am editifX3 your resp:mse, depress RETURN.

Unless you were writifX3 to a ~ file, SCOPEwill then ask •••

Answer N if you do not want to erase the specified file from the disk, and
answer Y if you do want to erase it. Normally, the only time you would want to
erase the file is if you had created it earlier only for the purpose of
transfering text fram one place to another.

Whenyou depress RETURNafter the last answer, SCOPEwill return to the
Ccmnam Mode.



Move is used to move a block of text fran one place in the text buffer to
another, or to duplicate a block of text at another location in the buffer.
Line numbers are used to specify the block of text and the destination
location.

If necessary, use the Number command to display line numbers. Then, in
CornmamMode, depress i:!. SCOPEwill ask •••

<Begin line> and <end line> are the beginning and ending line numbers of the
block of text to be movedor duplicated. <Destination line> is the line number
of the line where the material will be inserted. The material will always be
inserted before the specified destination line, am then the following material
will be automatically renumbered.

If you answer Y, the source block of text will be deleted, leaving the copy
at the destination location. This is how you "move" text.

If you answer~, the block of text will be left at both the or ig inal and
destination locations, thus duplicating it.

After typin; your response, depress RETURN,which moves the text am returns
the system to CanmandMode.



The Number command causes all line numbers to appear on the screen if they
are not already there. If there are already there, it makes them disappear.
Line numbers are not actually part of the text, and SCOPE will not allow you to
type over them.



The Open command opens up a blank line above the line on \\hich the cursor
lies. The line on which the cursor lies will be moved down, and it and the
followiD3 lines will automatically be renumbered. It is used for insertiD3 new
lines.

Move the cursor to the line before which you want to insert a new line.
Then, in CommamMode, depress the letter Q..



The Print commandprints some or all of the text buffer. The CP/Moperating
system must have been previously configured for printi1'l3.

Printi1'l3 options are (1) you can print any desired vertical strip out of the
text buffer. In other words, the left edge of the printed material can begin
at any desired column in the text, and you can print any desired number of
columns. There is no printer wrap-around. Material is printed exactly how it
appears on the screen, out to the specified number of columns. Lines which are
too lo1'l3are simply not printed in entirety. (2) You can also limit printing
to a block of text betwen any two lines. (3) The printi1'l3 of line numbers is
optional. If included, they take up 5 characters out of the specified number
of columns to be printed.

The two line numbers specify the block of text to be printed. They must be
separated by a space. If you type an A instead, SCOPEwill pr int the entire
contents of the text buffer. The N is optional. If you type it, SCOPEwill
print line numbers, in the same format as when displayed on the screen in
response to the Number command.

Normally respond by typi1'l3 the width of your printer, in terms of the number
of columns. If you depress RETURNwithout maki1'l3a numerical entry, SCOPEwill
assume you want to use the same width as the last time you executed the Print
canmand. The first time you use the Print command in a session, SCOPEwill
assume a width of 80 if you give it no numerical width.



The answer you give to the WIDI'Hquestion simply determines how many columns
to print. You can specify any value for WIDI'H,down to I if desired. If a
line has too many characters, the excess ones will not be printed. (They will
not get wrapPed around to the next line on the printer.> After you depress
RETURNagain, SCOPEwill ask •••

Your numerical answer specifies which column in the text will be the
left-hand column of the printout. If you simply depress RETURNwithout
entering a value, SCOPEwill asslUtleyou want to print beginning with the first
character of each line. Together, WIDI'Hand FIRSTCOLUMNgive you the ability
to print any vertical strip out of the text buffer.

SCOPEwill print 56 lines per page, and skip to the
top of each new page. It does not stop at the end
of each new page; it assumes you are using fan-fold
paper or a cut-sheet feeder.

SCOPEwill print the text without breaking at the
at the end of each page. It asslUtles fan-fold paper.
If you had specified the paging option \\hen running
the CP/MCONFIGutility, you should use the N option
of the SCOPEPrint command,because CP/Mwill handle
the line counti ng•

'!he same as Y, plus it fonn-feeds to the top of the
first page before beginning to print.

After you type your response and depress RETURN,printing will begin. To
abort printing at any time, depress DEL.



The Quit canmand returns the system to the CP/Mexecutive, ending the SCOPE
session. Whenyou depress Q while in the comrnaoomode, SCOPEwill display the
question EXIT SYSTEM(Y/N-/D/X/H/R) You may enter any of these letters and
then depress RETtrnN to carry out the comrnarrl. The letters have the following
meaning:

This is the normal exit from SCOPE. It carries
out all of the file completing and backing up
as desc r ibed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of the
previous chapter. If you had named a load-file
when loadin; SCOPE,then after exitin; with the Y
option, there will be a file on the disk by the
same name am containin; all the chall:Jes aoo new
material entered during the session. If the load-
file had existed before enterin; SCOPE,then the
original version of that file will still be on the
disk, but now havin; the filetype .BAK.

This aborts the Quit canmand and returns you to
the SCOPEComrnaooMode.

This exits SCOPEand returns to the CP/Mexecutive
wi thout doin; anything to the files on the disk
at the momentof exiting. Do not use this option
unless you know exactly what you are doing. The
temporary file (if there is one) will not be updated
with the latest changes in the text buffer, aoo the
temporary file will still have the filetype .$$$.
The X option is useful for experimenting with SCOPE
to find out exactly what the disk directory looks
like at any given time.

This exits fram SCOPEand returns all files to the
coooitions existin; before you loaded SCOPE,with
the exception that any new files created by means
of the Library canmam will remain. The
temporary-file, if any, or the Write-file, if any,
will be erased.



'!his is the same as Y except that if a load file had
been used in the SCOPE session, SCOPE will be
reloaded automatically instead of returning to CP/M.
The new version of the load-file will become the new
load-file in the new SCOPE session. Further, as mu::h
as possible of that file will be read into the text
buffer as if you had loaded scope using the A option.
If a load-file had not been used in the previous SCOPE
session, then H causes a normal exit to CP/M.
This is the same as Y, but in addition it
causes the system to reload SCOPE automaticaly.
Unlike the H option, no files are loaded and all files
previously declared (the load-file, append-file, and
write-file) are undeclared. The R option is like
reloading SCOPE with no load file specified.



The Removecommandremoves (erases) a section of text. You will specify the
section by givin;J the startin;J am emill:3 line numbers. After execution, all
followill:3 lines will be squeezed up and automatically renumbered.

Respooo in the followill:3 format:

LINESECTION:<start line number> <end line number>

The two line numbers specify the block of text to be deleted. They must be
separated by a space.

You can use the Removecommandto delete a specific line, by giving the same
line number for both the start am the em line number.



This command is used either to search for a given string of characters
without replacirg it with somethirg else, or to replace one or roore occurrences
of the searched strirg with a different string. Youcan choose to "globally"
replace all occurrences of the string, or to individually view arrl select which
occurrences are replaced. Further, you can limit the range of the search to an
area between any two lines arrl between any two columns. There are a few other
options which will be apparent below.

Respond by typi ng the strirg you want to search for. It can be as muchas
60 characters long. If you want to include leading andlor following blanks
within the string, then begin andlor end the string with a slash in order to
delimit the desired spaces. In other words,

will cause a search for the string "port", which can be the word "port" or part
of another word such as "reporting." However, if you enter

then only the word "port" will qualify, because the following and leading
blanks are included in the specified string.

If you wish a "I" itself to be part of the search string, then simply type
two slashes in a row. For example,

Within the search string, a ? character has the roll of a "wild-card"
character. For example, if you search for "p?rt", "port", "part", arrl "pert"
will all qualify.

After you correctly enter and edit the desired search string, depress
RETURN.



If you depress RETURNin response to this question, then SCOPEwill assume
that you want to search without replacing. Otherwise, type the string you want
to replace the search string with. It can be up to 60 characters lOrl3 as well.
If you want to replace the search string with nothing - in other words, simply
eliminate occurrences of the search strirl3 - then use II as the replace strirl3.
Just as with the search~string, you can use I to delimit the ends of the
replace str ing, pa rticularly if you want to include lead ing or following
blanks.

After correctly enterirl3 am editing the desired replace string, depress
RETURNagain.

You may respond by entering any combination of these letters, or none at
all. The letters have the following meanirl3:

This causes SCOPEto pause on every occurrence of
the search strirl3 if you specified a replace strirl3.
At each occurrence, you will then have the option to
replace it with the replace strirl3, or not, as
desribed below.

There is no need to use the P option if you are just
doirl3 a search without replace because in this case
SCOPEwill always pause at each occurrence.

Use the L option to inform SCOPEthat you want to
Umit the search to a rarl3e of lines amior a rarl3e
of columns. SCOPEwill then ask you for the desired
rarl3e(s), as desribed below.

This causes SCOPEto accept both upper am lower case
letters as valid occurrences of the search string in
the text buffer. In other words, if your search
string is "Port," then "PORT,"am "port" will each
qualify as occurrences of the search string.

This causes the search to begin at the current
location of the cursor. Otherwise, the search will
begin at the beginning of the text.



After typio; the desired options, depress RETURN. If you had entered the L
option, you will then be asked two additional questions •••

In each case, enter two numbers, separated by a space, accordio; to the
followio; formats:
LINE LIMITS: <start line number> <end line number>

The two line numbers limit the search, or search and replace, to a range
between and inclusive of the two lines.

The two column numbers limit the search, or search and replace, in the same
way, between and inclusive of the two columns specified.

After typing each response, depress the RETURN key.
You may limit the search both by lines and by columns, or only by one of

them. To ignore one of the qestions, just depress RETURN without making an
entry. For example, if your entries are;
LINE LIMITS: <depress RETURN>
COLUMN LIMITS: 20 40 <depress RETURN>
then SCOPE will assume you want to search all lines but limit the search
between columns 20 and 40.

After all questions are answered and terminated with RETURN, the system will
return to the Command Mode. If you had provided a replace strio; and did not
use the P option, then SCOPE will automatically find and replace all
occurrences of the search string, within the line, column, and cursor location
limits, if any.

If you did not provide a replace string, then the SCOPE will move the cursor
to the first occurrence of the search string (within the line, column, and
cursor location limits, if any). You can then move it to the next occurrence
(within the same limits) by depressing control-A (meaning "advance").



If you provided a replace string and used the P option, then SCOPE will move
the cursor to the first occurrence of the search string (within the limits
specified, if any). At this time, depress control-A to advance the cursor to
the next occurrence, without replacing it. Otherwise, depress control-S
(meanin:J "select") to replace the first occurrence of the search string, and
then move on to the next occurrence. For each occurrence of the search strin:J,
you can use either control-A to pass it, or control-S to replace it. In
surrmary:

Replaces the occurrence with the replace strin:J.
(Le. ••select" it.)
If there is no replace strin:J, then it functions
like control-A.

Once you have gone through the Search and Replace procedure once wi thin a
SCOPE session, the specified strin:Js and parameters remain active until the
next time you use the Search and Replace canmand in the same session. At any
time while in the Command, Change, Insert, or Control Modes, you can depress
control-A or control-5 to continue searchin:J or searchin:J and replacin:J.

Note: When Tab Mode is active, SCOPE internally expands each line before it
searches that line. After replacements, if any, are made in that line, SCOPE
then compresses the line again using tab characters. Thus, you do not have to
worry about searching for tab characters if there are spaces in your search
strin;J•



The Tab command controls whether or not the system is in the Tab Mode, and
whether or not it is in the Automatic Indent Mode.

In this mode, SCOPEwill replace typed spaces with ASCII tab characters
whenever possible. This replacement process will take place as you type. It
does not affect spaces that had been typed before you put the system in the Tab
Mode. However, when you are in Tab Mode, if you make any changes to a line,
the line will be compressed usin:J tab characters, as if you typed the line in
fran scratch.

Tab Mode is used to save space in the text buffer aoo in the disk file, if
you are not required for any reason to have all spaces represented by ASCII
space characters (20 Hex). Note that sane of the printer drivers provided by
Vector Graphic do not initialize the printer to accept tab characters, but
other of the printer drivers do. You will have to test the printer to see if
it can print a file that has embeddedtab characters.

So long as the system remains in the Tab Mode, SCOPEdoes not display a tab
character on the screen literally, but places onto the screen the same number
of spaces as it removed when it originally put the tab character into the
text.

SCOPEknows how many spaces to display for each tab character in the text
because the same rule is used for removing spaces as is used for displaying
them. Specifically, a tab character replaces any group of spaces that stretch
to the next even multiple of 8 column. ChaI'ljing tab stops with the control-T
commaoodoes not affect this rule.

Note: Tab Modeis not used to set tab stops. For this, see the control-T
sub-commaooin Chapter""""4:"

In this mode, SCOPEautomatically moves the cursor to the first tab stop
every time you depress RETURN.This tab stop can either be the first default
stop (column 8) or can be set using the control-T command. The LF key will
always return the cursor all the way to column 1.



Type one or more of these letters, and these press RETURN. It does not
matter if there are spaces between them. The letters mean:

Cancels the Tab Mode. If there were any Tab charcters
in the text, you will immediately see them displayed
on the screen. In most systems, they appear as bold
white lines at the bottom of the character position.

Important: Option C also deletes all user-defined tab
stops arrl restores the default tab stops at every
eighth column.



Depress U while in the CommandMode in order to enter the Control Mode.
Control Mode is the same as the Insert Mode, but with one major difference.
Every key on the keyboard produces ASCII characters between 00 Hex and IF Hex,
the so-called "control characters."

The correspondence between particular keys and particular codes will be
found in the ASCII chart at the end of this manual. Looking at that chart, the
keys in any of the three right-hand pairs of columns will produce the
corresponding ASCII character in the left-hand pair of columns. You will find
it most convenient to use letter keys to produce the control characters. In
fact, each of the control characters is often designated by the letter that can
be used to generate it. For example control-M is ran Hex.

/

(

There are a few special points to be aware of. First, the J key will
produce the control-J character \tbich is the LF (Line Feed) character. Since
this is interpreted by SCOPEas an end-of-line indicator, it will split the
line on the screen. You will not see the secooo half of the line appear until
you move the cursor off the line. Secooo, the CRcharacter (control-M) will
not be displayed at all if it precedes an LF character. This is due to the
fact that many programs that generate text use both CR and LF together to
in:Ucate an em of line, am we do not want the CRcharacters cluttering up the
screen. Third, there is no way to generate the SUBcharacter (control-Z or IF
Hex).



Write is the reverse of the Append command. It writes all or part of the
text buffer to a disk file. If a locrl-file was declared at the time of loading
SCOPE, then Write will automatically write the text to the temporary-file.
Otherwise, the first time you use the Write canmarrl in a SCOPEsession, it will
ask you for the name of a file. This file then becomes the declared
"write-file." The next time you use the Write canmarrl in that session, it will
assume you want to write again to the same file. There is no way to declare a
different write-file in the same session. If you want to write to a different
file, use the Library command.

The Write canmarrl deletes fran the text buffer the section of text written
to the disk. For example, if you specify that it .write out the first 50 lines
of the buffer, then those first 50 lines will be deleted from the buffe r, and
all the following lines will be renumbered beginning at 1. This enables you to
then appem to the em of the text buffer additional text (from the declared
append-f ile or from the load-f ile) using the Append command. Further, the
Write canmam appeoos the text to the end of the designated disk file, rather
than writing over it. In short, the Write command followed by the Append
canmaoo enable you to roll a file that is longer than the text buffer from the
disk through the text buffer and out to the disk again with great ease.

Depress Wwhile in the ComrnarrlsMode.

If you had declared a load-file when loading SCOPE,skip to *
If you had not declared a load-file, SCOPEwill ask •••

Using CP/Mformat, type the full name of a file including filetype, if any,
am including the disk drive letter if the file is not on the logged in drive.
The file cannot be the same as the declared apperrl-file. Then depress RETURN.
The name will appear on the commandline and remain there until you return to
CommamMode.

Type a number or type A. A number tells SCOPEhow many lines from the
beginning of the text buffer to write out. An A means write out the entire
text buffer.



The Transfer command is exactly the sarne as doing a Write command
followed by an Append canmand usi03 the same number of lines for each.
In a single command, it allows you to roll a section of the text buffer
out to the declared write-file or temp:>rary-file arrl to roll in the same
number of lines from the declared append-file or load-file.

In order to transfer text usi03 the load-file and temporary-file, you
must have declared a load-file when loading SCOPE.

If you did not declare a load-file, then Transfer will use the
declared write-lII'e and append-file. Therefore, if you had not declared
a load-file, you cannot use the Transfer commanduntil you have used both
the Write arrl the Apperrl canmarrls once.

Note that the Transfer commandonly rolls text through the buffer in
the forward direction. It cannot read from the declared wri te-file or
temp:>rary-file nor write to the declared apperrl-file or load-file.

Enter the desired number of lines to read arrl write, or depress A to
roll the entire text buffer out and to read in as much as possible. 1rhen
depress RETURNto execute the cammarrl.



This command operates on the line that the cursor is on. In CanmandMode,
when you depress the Y key, it clears the line up to and including the
character under the cursor. If you then depress the ~ key again before doing
anything else, it moves the remainin; portion of the line to the left edge of
the screen, squeezing out the blank space. If you continue pressing Y, it
merely removes the first character from the line and moves the line over one
more space.

In the CommarrlMode, depress Yonce to clear to the beginning of the line.
Depress it again to squeeze the Tine up.



This command operates on the line the cursor is on. It deletes all
the text to the end of the line beginning with and including the
character under the cursor.



Sub-commands are the cormnandsthat are ini dated by depressing a letter key
while holding down the CTRLkey. They are not necessarily subsidiary to
single-key commands. Unlike single-key canrnands, they can be used when the
system is in ChaIl3e Mode, Insert Mode, or Control Mode, as well as Command
Mode.

Whenyou depress control-A, SCOPEadvances the cursor to the next occurrence
of the previously declared search striIl3, without replacin; it with the replace
string, if there is one. See Search and Replace for more discussion.

In CommandMode, Change Mode, Insert Mode, or Control Mode, depress
control-A to advance the cursor as described above.



If you are in the Insert Mode, this will switch the system to the Change
Mode, and if you are in the Change Mode, this will switch the system to the
Insert Mode. It is more convenient during rapid editing then returning to the
Command Mode with the DEL key am then entering the other desired roode.

To go directly from the Change Mode to the Insert Mode, in order to insert
characters, depress control-C.

To go directly from the Insert Mode to the Change Mode, also depress
control-C.

(~



This will split a line into two lines. It operates upon the line on Which
the cursor lies. The second line will begin with the character under the
cursor. All following lines will be renumbered.

In Command Mode, Change Mode, Insert Mode, or Control Mode, depress
control-D in order to split the line on which the cursor lies.



Control-F converts characters on the same line as the cursor fran lower to
upper case or from upper to lower case. When the cursor is in any given
position, the first time you depress control-F the characters following the
cursor, including the one under the cursor, will be converted to upper case.
Upper case characters will remain upper case. If you depress control-F again
without doing anything else, it will convert the same characters to all lower
case.

When in CommandMode, Change Mode, Insert Mode, or Control Mode, move the
cursor to the desired position on the desired line, then depress control-F.
All characters following the cursor including the one under it will convert to
uPPFer case. If you press it again immediately, they will all become lower
case, even if some were upper case originally.

If you want' to convert just one character in the middle of a line to uppe r
case, leaving the rest of the line lower case, first move the cursor on top of
that character am then depress control-F. Then move the cursor one character
to the right am depress control-F twice. This will convert the rest of the
line back to lower case.



This command combines two consecutive lines into one. Specifically, it
takes the line which follows that of the cursor am appems it on to the em of
the cursor's line. All following lines are renumbered automatically. If the
two lines total more than 2513characters, then it lops off extra characters at
the end. Lopped-off characters are lost.

You can be in CommandMode, Change Mode, Insert Mode, or Control Mode. Move
the cursor to the first of two consecutive lines that you want to merge into
one. It does not matter where on the line the cursor lies. Then depress
control~.



This command is used to add 1 K (about 1000 characters) to the size of the
text buffer during anyone SCOPEsession. This is accomplished by deleting the
contents of the Help screen from memory. Once executed, you will not be able
to view the Help screen during that session.

In Commarrl,Change, Insert, or Control Mode, depress control-L control-L.
You have to depress it twice without doing anything in between, in order for it
to take effect.



Control-N allows you to store anyone line in a temporary meroorybuffer
area, so that that line can later be inserted other places in text. It does
not erase the line, only copies it into the special buffer. It is more
convenient than the Movecommarxiif you want to .IOOveor repeatedly insert just
one line. Control-V is the coounarrlwhich inserts the stored line back into the
text buffer.

Note: If the text buffer is totally filled, you will lose the use of the
control-N command. This is due to the fact that the special buffer used by the
control-N command is used to store normal text if there is no other space
available.

In Command, Change, Insert, or Control Modes, move the cursor to the line
you want to save. The cursor can be anywhere on the line. Then depress
control-N.

If SCOPEdisplays the message "LINE!MEMORYFULL", this means that you have
lost the use of the control-N cammarxias explained above.



This command is only used if you had previously specified a replace string
using the Search and Replace command. Control-S replaces the present or
nearest occurrence of the specified search string by the replace string. If
the cursor is sitting directly at an occurrence of the search string, then that
will be the occurrence which is replaced. The cursor will then move to the
next occurrence.

If you use control-S without specifying a replace string, it functions just
like control-A, simply cdvancing the cursor to the next occurrence.

In Command,Change, Insert, or Control Modes, depress control-S to replace
the present or nearest occurrence of the declared search string, and then move
the cursor to the next occurrence.



This creates a tab stop at the cursor location if there was no stop there
previously. If there ~ a tab stop at that point, it deletes it. The first
time you use control-T, it deletes all of the default tab stops. The default
tab stops are at every column which is an even multiple of 8. To restore the
default tab stops, use the C option of the Tab command.

Use the TABkey to roovethe cursor fran one tab stop to the next.

In Command,Change, Insert, or Control Modes, move the cursor to the column
desired for placement of a tab stop. It does not matter what line you do this
on. Then depress control-T.



Control-V will insert at the cursor position the line previously saved using
control-No It inserts the entire line, so that it does not matter where on the
line the cursor lies. The line on which the cursor lies will be moveddown,
and it alon; with all followin; lines will be renumbered automatically. The
saved line is still saved and can be inserted again elsewhere.

In Command,Change, Insert, or Control Modes, move the cursor onto the line
at which you want to insert the saved line. 'Ihen depress control-V. The line
will be moveddownand the saved line will be inserted.

If you get the error message "LINE/MEMORYFULL", this means there is no roan
in the text buffer for the inserted material.



Control-X returns the system to the CcmnandModefrom any other Mode, just
like the DELkey. In additon, it deletes any new material you may have typed
onto the line where the cursor lies, assuming you have not moved the cursor off
the line am assuming the screen has not been horizontally scrolled. As soon
as you move the cursor off the line or horizontally scroll the screen, new text
is accepted into the text buffer so that control-X cannot cancel it.

In Change, Insert, or Control Modes, depress control-X to return to Command
Modeam cancel new material on the current line.



Error messages will be displayed on the left side of the canmand line. The
following are all the error messages that SCOPEwill display, along with their
explanations and suggested remedies.

The file nameyou entered was not found on drive A, or on the designated
drive if you had designated a different drive.

Check the spelling, drive designation, and which diskette is in the
drive.

You specified the same file name on the same drive for both the
append-file and the write-file.

Use a different diskette, or use the Library command to delete one or
more files from the diskette.

Something is wrong with the directory of files on the disk. This only
can occur when writing to the disk, not when reading. It does not
indicate there is anything physically wrong with the disk.

First try again. If no success, use the Library canmand to create a new
file and write the text out to it.

You tried to read frem a load-file after you have already read in all of
it.

Check that you did what you intended to do. If you want to read frem the
load file after having read all of it, then use the Library command.





A search and replace operation caused a line to exceed 25121characters in
length. The attempted insertion was not executed. This message will
also occur when using the control-N command if there is no space
available to store a line temporarily.

You can continue the search and replace with a control-S, or do anything
else if desired. To make the insertion into the line which caused the
error, first split the line using control-D. Then move the cursor to the
line and try the control-S (select) commandagain.

If you got the message in response to the contrl-N command, you can
create more space by deleting some material from the text. Otherwise,
you cannot use the control-N command.

This occurs if you try to read a file which SCOPEcannot handle because
the end-of-file character is not 1A Hex as SCOPEexpects.

If you actually want to read that file, you can use other CP/Mutilities
to insert a 1A Hex at the end of it.

This indicates there is something physically wrong with the disk or with
the disk drive. It may be transient or permanent. It will also occur if
you designate drive C or drive D in a file name entry and you only have
two drives in the system.

First, check that you did not specify drive C or D in the file name.
Then, try the operation again. If the same error occurs, try reseating
the diskette in the drive. Then try using a different drive unit. As a
last resort, try copying the file or the diskette using CP/Mutilities.

You used a drive designator (as part of a file name) that the disk
controller board does not recognize. You will not get this error if you
use C or D as the drive designator, even if you do not have such drives,
because the controller board is equipped to handle four drives.



Check whether you want to do the operation, or remove the write protect
tab.

You tried to write to a file that is write-protected by CP/M. The
ability to write-protect a file is a CP/M 2 feature.
If you want to carry out the operation, return to CP/M using the X option
of the Quit command. Then use CP/M commands to unprotect the file.
Then, return to the Systems Monitor am wannstart SCOPE by typil'l3Gf2l1f2lf2l.


